Let’s Talk About Leadership Podcast

Episode 3: The Art of Storytelling, Empathy, and Leadership

Show Notes

From our guest, Fernando Lara:

You can find my work with UEN at uen.org, youtube and instagram when you search for Utah Education Network and of course Sundays at 7 pm on channel 9, you can watch Art Connection, that’s the show I produce every week. You can also find me on instagram @utahvideoproduciton and my website at fillitinproductions.com.

Here are my recommendations for your listeners

- Minding the gap - a documentary that follows three friends and their struggles of what it means to be a man
- Diarios de Motocicleta - it’s the story of when Che Guevara traveled throughout South America and witnessed the injustices that people were going through and how that ultimately led him to be a revolutionary.
- Queer Eye on Netflix – it’s just a good show that tells you it’s ok to feel your feelings and it has people of different walks of life, men, women, straight, gay, lesbian, transgender people and it just puts you in their shoes for a bit.
- Encanto - this could be another episode entirely, but it’s a great look into the dynamics of Latino families and the struggles of expectations, coping with stress and pressure, and communication.